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Capitalistic Empire Strikes And Fails!
In Sunday's morning of 4th
September explosions shook
northern part of South Sahrani.
Fifty soldiers of American
founded special forces launched
unsuccessful invasion on our
land. They were supported by five
foreign
spies
sabotaging
communication towers. Vigilant
citizens were able to report
suspicious activity to authorities
as quickly as they noticed
the landing. Police and Army,
supported by elite members of
Two spies trying to flee were ambushed by local police patrol.
Sir col. Ben Hall security forces
were able to prepare for attack
and pushed wave of enemy soldiers out of Sahrani. Unfortunately, Sir col. Ben Hall leading
the counteroffensive along with his wife were both killed during firefight.
The aftermath of the battle was one downed transport helicopter and four servicemen along with
two policemen killed in action. Fifteen other citizens were lightly wounded. Few other vehicles,
as well as buildings, were damaged during the fight. Our residents should not worry, since
Chinese Peoples Republic was able to offer generous relief funding and sent construction
companies to assist in rebuilding.
As for enemy special forces, only two of fifty
soldiers were able to survive and escape by
civilian helicopter. Since our military respects
international law, the command ordered not to
pursue fleeing American criminals hiding in stolen
civilian property.
In the meantime security forces were able to catch
5 spies left in hurry by their traitorous allies. With
no exception, all of them admitted the involvement
One of many dead American commando bodies.
in United States plot of destabilization and
overtaking South Sahrani from democratically elected and highly supported for many decades Emir.
Spies were convicted of their crimes and sentenced to death.
General Ahmed Shakir of Armed Forces ordered nigh time curfew on Monday and Tuesday
from 7 PM to 7 AM. The General appeals to not approach burned wrecks and dead bodies, as they
may have explosive ammunition or activated by American criminals mines. Airport, Northern
Coast and surrounding areas are prohibited to entering without permit. The General also
reminds about obligatory possession of identification documents. Citizens not complying to rules
will be detained and questioned.
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Opposition leader's health still
deteriorates
Mysterious neurological illness progresses after former
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In afternoon's speech Emir Sayyid Nasri called
United Nations and South Sahrani allies to sanction
United States for unsuccessful attempt of coup d'état
on peaceful and independent country. Full report
with clear evidence of United States involvement and
their crimes against civilian population will be
presented soon. Due to huge amount of crimes and
evidence the exact date of the report is yet unknown.
Calculated compensation for losses will be a huge
blow to United States economy.

Smoking kills
Six servicemen die after gas tank explodes
from lit cigarette in no smoking area of
military training ground.

Emir Sayyid Nasri assisted by
General Ahmed Shakir during afternoon's speech.

At the time of writing this article United States still didn't comment on their failure, as they
didn't expect their illegal operation to fail.
Writing from Capitol City of Paraiso,
Hadid Kadir
Redactor of Sahrani Liberty
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